How Does Nick Cannon Feel
About Celebrity Ex Mariah
Carey’s New Romance?
By Jenna Bagcal
According to celebrity news from EOnline.com, Nick Cannon’s
celebrity ex-wife is moving on from their relationship — and
he’s taking it very well! The singer has been dating
Australian businessman James Packer, and the two have recently
taken a couple’s vacation to Ibiza with Carey’s children.
Cannon has revealed that he is glad that his celebrity ex is
moving on and an insider has said that “It makes Nick happy
that Mariah is in a great place in her life between work and
love.”

These celebrity exes are moving on!
What are some ways to cope with
your ex’s new relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
As the saying goes, “breaking up is hard to do.” But sometimes
the thing that’s harder than breaking up is seeing your ex
moving on from your relationship. As this former famous couple
has proven, it does not always have to be a painful
experience. Here are some of Cupid’s tips for coping with your
ex’s new relationship:
1. Find a new hobby: Whether it’s crossfit training,
travelling or cooking, finding a new hobby to take up your
time can be productive in helping you to cope with an ex’s

relationship. In addition to participating in a cool new
activity, hobbies can also help you to move on as well.
Related Link: Nick Cannon Opens Up About Split From Mariah
Carey
2. Stay away from social media: Stalking your ex’s every move
online can be a painful experience when every post and picture
is about how happy they are with their new beau. Instead of
focusing on their happiness, log off of those social media
sites and focus on your own happiness and well-being.
Related Link: Mariah Carey Reunites with Celebrity Ex-Husband
for Easter with Twins
3. Start dating: If you feel ready to move on as well, get
back out in the dating game. Even if you’re not looking for a
serious relationship, going out on dates with different kinds
of people can be a really fun experience. So take a chance and
put yourself out there!
How have you coped with an ex’s new relationship? Share your
thoughts in the comments!

